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cut fillet 
outlines from plan

and use as templates 
to draw on model

nacelle top view

rudder and elevator
are designed to be hinged

flap fairings

polyhedral 
break

nacelle

-100/-200
wingtip

tips are 
1/8"/3mm sq

carved

nacelle side view4 deg down

upper wing ribs are non-structural, so make them with any size/shape/method
that you like...

hook
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nacelle
rear

1/16"/1.5 mm sq
center stringer

hook

hook
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WING
wing

turned balsa
nose cone

flap fairings - cut and carve

outer

inner

Build windscreen frame from 1/20"/1 mm
AFTER fuselage is otherwise completely built

fuse cross-sections
build up from 1/16"/1.5 mm sq.

1/16"/1.5 mm

this long stick is part of the fin,
NOT fuselage

1/8"/3 mm
sq

similar to B

similar to A

Peanut Scale Rubber Powered

COMMUTER AIRLINER

by ONDREJ "Andy" MITAS

Builds to ~5 grams

-400 version, with -100 -200 -300 possible

all wood is 1/16"/1.5 mm sq

except a few pieces of 1/20" / 1 mm and 1/8" / 3 mm

as indicated

Shaded parts built-on-plan

Black lines = structure

Dashed = -100/-200 version

CAD traced by Oliver Sand 12/2021

red/sans = draw on covering

prop blade
cut from 6 cm dia.

plastic cup

leading

prop hub 1/8" / 3 mm sq

~10 mm dihedral each wingtip

making the props turn
opposite directions is 
highly recommended

FOR FREE DISTRIBUTION * NOT TO BE SOLD

-100/-200
fuselage

-100/-200 fuselage

-100/-200 
rudder
and fin

Nose plug
from 1/8"/3 mm

Build this 1/20"/1 mm structure
AFTER covering rest of
wing and nacelle, and

assembling nacelle to wing
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spoiler - top only!
flap line
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